Public reporting burden for the collection of information is estimated to average 1 hour per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. 
Introduction: The U.S. Navy's SEA POWER 21 FORCEnet vision demands the development of undersea sensing systems that can provide the warfighter with accurate and rapid awareness of the battlespace environment. To this end, undersea sensor networks in shallow water environments will be required to act as defensive fields and barriers in the protection of American shores, Navy assets, and sea bases. 1 The Deployable Autonomous Distributed System (DADS) is such a network, tailored for the purpose of antisubmarine warfare (ASW). Equipped with acoustic and electromagnetic sensors coupled to robust data fusion schemes, DADS automates the reduction of sensor data to useful information, thereby greatly assisting decision-making personnel to ensure that enemy submersibles are kept at a distance from friendly forces. 2 In support of underwater sensor networks, the Naval Research Laboratory is developing accurate communication receiver algorithms for the high-frequency, shallow-water acoustic channel. These algorithms support phase coherent communications and are suitable for long-endurance battery-powered systems. Reported here is a channel estimation based decision directed (CE-DD) algorithm for the demodulation of acoustic transmissions between bottom-mounted sensors. This algorithm has been tested on high-frequency experimental data collected recently in St. TP-9) sanctioned efforts. The results demonstrate that allowable rates are fundamentally linked to environmental conditions such as surface conditions, water depth, sound speed profile, and seabed properties.
Reduced Computation Channel Estimation Based
Receiver Algorithm: The NRL-developed algorithm is based on a block coherent approximation of the acoustic response function and achieves computational reductions by approximating matrix inversions with conjugate gradient iterations. 3 This approach offers computationally scaleable processing, providing a more judicious focus of computational resources.
4 Figure 1 is a simplified block diagram of the CE-DD algorithm for bottom-mounted, limited-aperture applications. The algorithm's adaptive filtering computations maximally exploit FFT computational methods to solve the block Toeplitz system associated with approximating a timevarying channel as coherent over short finite duration blocks.
Performance of the CE-DD Algorithm:
The algorithm has been tested on ocean acoustic data sets at 44 kHz center frequency in signaling experiments associated with TTCP-MAR TP-9 sanctioned undersea networking demonstrations. The Unet06 experiment took place in St. Figure 3 summarizes the impact of channel estimation errors for St. Margaret's Bay in terms of an effective signal-to-noise ratio. The effective signal-to-noise ratio combines the ambient whitened acoustic noise power with a self-noise that scales with both channel estimation variance and acoustic power for the source signal itself. 5 This statistic helps quantify the impact of environmental factors on receiver performance. The effective signal-to-noise ratio provides a measure of the maximum useful source levels for a given environment. In this case it is clear that signaling with received levels above 17 dB leads to no net improvement in performance and should be avoided.
Effects of Limited Channel Temporal Coherence:

Summary:
The Naval Research Laboratory has developed adaptive filtering methods in support of high-rate high-frequency underwater acoustic communications for bottom-mounted sensors. These methods are accurate and are amenable to scaleable computational schemes. 4 These algorithms have been tested in at-sea conditions from bottom-mounted configurations supporting data rates up to 4 bps/Hz at ranges of up to 1 km at received SNRs of 17 dB in suitable environments. 5 These methods are being advanced for use in bottom-mounted sensor networks that must Implied ceiling on useful source power levels operate on a limited power budget in diverse shallow water environments that exhibit a range of multipath spread and path-dependent temporal coherence. 4 
